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Presentation Notes
Before I go into our update, I want to acknowledge that we have been responding to COVID for six months. Today marks the end of 6th months since the first Covid-19 case was identified in Washington County.  It has been a very long and winding road.  Through it all, Public Health heroes have been standing strong and stepping up.  I continue to be so proud of all of you and the amazing work you’ve done.  Many times our team was tasked with being first: identifying equity issues as we saw our LatinX community getting hit the hardest; helping figure out testing for outbreaks in long-term care facilities; planning for protection of seasonal and migrant agricultural workers; developing teams for educating and supporting businesses… the list seems endless. And during this time, we continued many core PH services and programs. Public Health supervisors have shared the following information about outstanding and impactful work. First, thank you to all the staff who kept core PH services running. And gratitude for staff who responded by stepping into new roles in the COVID response. Of the 167 people in our peaceful army, 37 are existing PH staff who have normal jobs but have poured themselves into this response in a strange organization, reporting to different people and with amazing fortitude! Here are some amazing things that have happened in the past six months because of all of you. The TB team continued their services uninterrupted by helping clients through video DOT.Staff supported partners in continuing our needle exchange, harm reduction program and hitting an all-time high for number of clients served (30) and needles exchanged (3,000)Environmental Health supported over 2,300 licensed facilities by providing educational information and responding to inquiries regarding the Governor’s Executive Order and sector guidanceThe RAID team was the first team of epidemiologists to investigate a case of COVID-19 in Oregon! This meant using untested investigative guidelines, creating new procedures and processes and anticipating the growing need. Since the beginning of the pandemic, the RAID team has investigated over 200 outbreaks of COVID-19. Tobacco prevention efforts continued, and Washington County is moving to a tobacco free campus.PHEP staff worked to enhance our communication outreach to LatinX populations and help get food boxes to migrant farm camps.Public Health helped the County Chair convene Black, Indigenous and other Persons of Color (BIPOC) community leaders to come together and discuss the importance of community efforts and voice in the Covid response.Environmental Health programs continued providing services when the PSB was closed to the public utilizing online application system and other alternative processes to issue about 16,000 birth and death certificates.WIC transitioned to phone appointments and added 527 new participants by the end of April. They assisted over a thousand callers each month, developed a text triage system for participants to contact WIC and created a document upload webpage for participants to send in required paperwork.Equity was prioritized through creation of an equity team and equity officer position in the EOC to uplift and center the importance of an equity approach in all our work.EMS staff stayed in regular contact with all the EMS partners to ensure that they had enough PPE and to work as a region to buy more when needed.CYF/ Early Learning Hub – worked with school districts, hospitals, and child-care providers to organize and communicate needs and demands for child-care and has taken the lead to implement a BOC approval of 7.5 million to stabilize and expand child-care and learning support networks.The Medical Examiner program worked to ensure all COVID deaths were correctly documented. And they worked to diffuse confusion and fear with law enforcement, funeral home and first responder partners.MCH nurses and community health workers transitioned from home visiting to virtual appointment maintaining important family support during this pandemic. MCH team is also working to get diapers to clients as well as developing a program to drop off sunshine baskets to clients in the coming months.The Division hired our first communications coordinator.  Mary hit the ground running and brought her expertise and talents to the important work of getting important messages out through media opportunities and other communication channels.The Covid response team developed high risk strike teams to address the needs of our most vulnerable communities. These teams harness multi-disciplinary skills of our environmental health specialists, nurses, epidemiologist and senior program coordinators. This team response to Covid cases in long-term care facilities, migrant camps, correctional institutions, schools, day cares, homeless population and notify every employer about cases. Amazing work team – Thank you for all you do! 



Oregon Numbers as of 8/31/2020

• 1,558 new confirmed and presumptive cases 
reported in the last week, for a cumulative total 
of 26,713

• Statewide: 634 cases per 100,000
• Cumulative deaths: 459
• Statewide 7-day average for new hospitalizations 

7 (downward trend)
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Here are the concerns we are hearing from schools and our child care provider agencies;  school districts are trying to build opportunities for their staff outside of the normal system to keep slots for children.  They aren’t providing stipends, but using unused buildings as options.Not sure if we can recover the 20-30% of lost child care resources, biggest gap will be in school aged care, and many people will need this support to ensure their children have the supports they need to learn during virtual school systemERDC child care subsidy program run by DHS, need to get the word out as parents might not be aware, also there is a waiver of the co-pay if people apply now, 211 helps screen for this



Washington 
County Data
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Washington County COVID data
Category

8/24/2020 8/31/2020

Total confirmed cases 3,489 3,684
Total presumptive cases 110 116

Total hospitalizations 278 291
Total deaths 36 45
Current Outbreaks
Long-term care facilities 12 15

Congregate settings 1 2
Workplace settings 15 11
Schools/day care/ camps 4 1
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Note that there was a larger outbreak in a memory care facility noted in the media.  We are working with OHA and DHS who is the regulating agency. The facility has been cooperative and making decisions to help slow spread and care for those who are ill.  The facility was not evacuated but some residents were placed in another facility to receive medical care



https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/
data as of 8/31/20

United States overall: 
1,822 per 100,000 people

COVID-19 Case Rate in the US Reported to the CDC by state/territory (cases per 100,000)
• Case rates or incidence rates 

are a good way to compare 
across states because they 
control for differences in size of 
populations

• Oregon has 634 cases of 
COVID-19 per 100,000 people 
and ranks among the lowest of 
all states and US territories.

• Oregon has 10 COVID-19 
deaths per 100,000 people,
also ranking among the lowest 
of all states and territories

• Cumulative rates from 
beginning of pandemic (since 
Jan 21, 2020)
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Presentation Notes
Greater red = higher case rateOnly New Hampshire, West Virginia, Hawaii, Maine and Vermont have lower case ratesHighest case rate: Louisiana with 3188 per 100k Lowest case rate: Vermont with 259 per 100kOregon’s overall population is: 4,190,713 (2018 single year ACS data)

https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/


Tricounty region—Public Health Phase 2 Readiness Indicators
Public Health 
Indicators 

% ED visits for 
COVID-like 

illness 

Trend in 
percent of tests 

that are 
positive in the 

last 7 days

Percent 
increase in new 
cases in last 7 

days

Percent of cases 
not traced to a 
known source 
in last 7 days

Trend in COVID-
19 

hospitalizations 
over the last 14 

days 

Percent of cases 
in last 7 days 

with follow up 
within 24 hours

Should be 
below 1.5%

Should not 
trend up

Should be no 
more than 5%

Should be 
below 30%

Should 
downtrend

Should be 95% 
or more

Washington 
County

0.4% 4.5% (uptrend) -19% 43% Downtrend 98%

Clackamas, 
Multnomah and 
Washington

0.4% 4.6% (uptrend) -18% 43% Downtrend 93%

Clackamas 
County

0.4% 4.6% (uptrend) -15% 39% Downtrend 98%

Multnomah 
County

0.4% 4.6% (uptrend) -19% 45% Downtrend 89%



Oregon school reopening criteria

Oregon
• In-person learning: incidence rate <10 per 100,000 and <5% 

positivity
• Transition to comprehensive distance learning (for schools 

that had in-person learning occurring): incidence rate >20 per 
100,000 and >7.5% positivity

• Comprehensive distance learning for all: incidence rate >30 
per 100,00 and >10% positivity
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Comparison of school reopening metrics

• Oregon requires county and state metrics to be met
• Of our neighboring states, Oregon, California and Washington 

base their metrics on incidence rate or case rate and percent 
positivity in the previous 2 or 3 weeks for school reopening 

• Exceptions exist for youngest learners and students with 
learning needs for most states

• Oregon and California have some of the most restrictive plans
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Tri-county region COVID statistics—School reopening metrics
County Week Start Date Case Count Case rate per 100,000 Test positivity (%)

Washington 8/9/2020 252 41 4.1%

8/16/2020 209 34 4.4%

8/23/2020 221 36 3.4%

Clackamas 8/9/2020 150 35 4.0%

8/16/2020 124 29 4.6%

8/23/2020 134 32 3.7%

Multnomah 8/9/2020 416 51 5.4%

8/16/2020 339 41 4.5%

8/23/2020 333 41 3.8%



Looking better, but we must remain vigilant
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Phase 1

Last week



Homeless COVID Prevention Update
Hotel voucher program
• 12 people currently enrolled
Safe Sleep Village
• 45 participants to date; 3 people exited
Family Promise Shelters – Beaverton and Tualatin Valley
• 30 people currently enrolled
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HOTEL CARES VOUCHER PROGRAM12 people currently enrolled who are at high-risk of COVID due to age and/or underlying health conditions16 people have participated since 7/1/2020; 4 people exited:  3 people to permanent supportive housing through the Built For Zero implementation and 1 to Veteran Affairs services50% are persons of color68% are older adults (age 45 years to 72 years) SAFE SLEEP VILLAGE PROGRAM42 adults stayed at the Safe Sleep Village the night of 8/30/2020 (Note: Village opened on 8/4/2020)45 participants to-date; 3 people exited to street30% are persons of color21% are chronically homeless44% are older adults (age 45 years to 72 years) FAMILY PROMISE SHELTERS (Re-opened shelters 6/16/2020 using hotel rooms as non-congregate shelter). Family Promise of Beaverton and Family Promise of Tualatin Valley (south-county) are open, with Family Promise of Washington County recruiting for an Interim Director. 30 people currently enrolled who are at high-risk of COVID due to age and/or underlying health conditions55 participants to-date (34 adults and 21 children); 25 Exited: 13 persons have exited to permanent housing, 10 persons have exited to other temporary housing, and 2 persons have exited to other shelter or the streets 35% are persons of color 29% are older adults (age 45 to 70 years)Additional households will soon be transitioning from shelter/houselessness to housing!Mother with 2 children who became homeless due to job loss as a paralegal during COVID has found employment that will pay $57,000 annually.Two chronic homeless individuals who have each lived in their cars off and on for many years have been approved for housing while staying at the Family Promise shelter.  There are 10 houseless adult-only households on the wait list.  Washington County will be engaging in a conversation to see if Family Promise would be willing to expand their capacity beyond the 10 households (10 hotel rooms).  This may require additional staffing and funds from the CARES Act.



Enforcement
Washington County EOC public health enforcement first team in state

• Current process is complaint driven, strong focus on education
• Non-compliance can result in fines and is considered a criminal 

misdemeanor
• Exploring options to effectively and consistently issue citations for 

willfully non-compliant businesses
• We will provide an update on the process next week

Governor continues to encourage local governments to increase 
enforcement for businesses not complying with face covering 
requirements
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Right now we don’t have a way forward to enforce businesses who are non-compliant.  We are working through that locally and with the State.  We also are working with the governor’s office to determine can their be modifications based on our current knowledge around what outdoor venues/events/businesses can be open in Phase I, since we haven’t been able to advance to Phase II



EOC Demobilization and Transition of COVID Response 
and Recovery Functions

Effective Thursday, August 27 at 5 p.m., the EOC was demobilized. 
Operations Section will transition to the following independent functions:

– Public Health COVID Response Team – Team Leader: Adrienne Donner
– Housing/Homelessness Team – Team Leader: Josh Crites

HHS public information officers (Wendy and Mary) will continue their work.
The Logistics Section and Planning Section functions will transition to Emergency 
Management.

– Personal protective equipment (PPE) and community infection control item (CICI) information 
and ordering process will remain the same as the EOC closes and transitions to the COVID 
Response Team. (This includes our partnership with CWS.)

The Equity Officer and Finance Section chiefs will transition to department and support 
services. 
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EOC Demobilization and Transition of COVID Response and Recovery FunctionsEffective Thursday, August 27 at 5:00 PM, the EOC was deactivated and we’ve transitioned to a new COVID-19 Response Team comprised of Emergency Management, Housing Services and Health and Human Services. We aren’t ending our response to the pandemic. In fact, we are working harder than ever, just under a new structure.The majority of staff supporting the EOC will continue to do what they are currently doing, just under this new structure. There will be an EOC First Response Team that is prepared to re-activate the EOC when additional leadership, support, and coordination is requiredEmergency Management will continue to host weekly situation awareness briefings, receive and distribute PPE and other resources, and produce weekly situation reports. Health and Human Services will continue to manage the public health response to COVID-19. Housing Services will manage the Safe Sleep Village and other efforts pertaining to housing and support for people experiencing houselessness.  I would leave the following items for your notes (not sure they are even of these ICS structural titles):The Operations Section will transition to the following independent functions:Public Health COVID Response Team – Team Leader: Adrienne DonnerHousing/Homelessness Team – Team Leader: Josh CritesThe HHS public information officers (Wendy and Mary) will continueThe Logistics Section and Planning Section functions will transition to Emergency ManagementThe personal protective equipment (PPE) and community infection control item (CICI) information and ordering process will remain the same as the EOC closes and transitions to the COVID Response Team. (this includes our partnership with CWS)The Equity Officer and Finance Section chiefs will transition to department and support services  



Community-Based Organization Partnerships

County contracts with 10 CBOs 
• Outreach and Education

• Currently support 570 families in isolation and 405 
people in quarantine

• Beginning coordination with 50+ OHA contracted 
CBOs
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Preparing for Flu
OHA receiving CARES funding to
• Protect our communities most affected 

by COVID
• Preserve our health care system
• Prepare for COVID vaccine distribution 

and administration
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Washington County Flu and Covid 
Vaccine Planning

Will receive $150,000 for flu
• partner with FQHCs, OHSU, MWA 
• focus on congregate housing, 

correctional facilities, homeless, BIPOC

Beginning plans for COVID vaccine 
distribution
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Note we will be bringing information about prioritization of COVID vaccine and communication/uptake issues to the next meeting.
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